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Where do you gef sunething like this anyway?

People's reactions to my WWll
BMW R75m Wehrmact military
display are probably my favourite part
of owning such a "circus."

Walneck's Motorcycle Classifieds,
January 1982 issue, describes this rig
asi "lt"s very rare to speak in
uttimates - but how can one top the
machine we are about to test?",
"Fantasticl", "lt's one of the few
motorcycles that actually intimidates
smaller, compact cars", and "!'ve run
out of superlatives".

Afle' :^e ,,, :e-e ',ed looks, the lips

silently mouthing the words "Oh my
God," and the arms motioning for
friends to hurry up and look, comes the
inevitable question: Where do you get
something like this anyway? l'd be lying
if I didn't tell you that at times l'm temp-
ted to answer with, "Well, I found it just
like this in some guy's barn for $500,"
but l'm just not a cruel person.

People are sincerely interested in
wanting to know how I (iust a BMW
fanatic with some mechanical ability)
breathed life back into this forty-year-old
beast and took my show on the road.

The display l've concocted began with
my restoring a 1943 BMW R75M

As told by- Steve Puntillo.

written by Mart Ku Punrillo

Wehrmacht motorcycle with sidecar.
The display includes a rare ammunition
trailer containing a diverse collection of
genuine field equipment and military
paraphernalia. Over the years, it has
grown to include a mannequin dressed
in an authentic German uniform in-
cluding the appropriate badges and
medals, field equipment and personal
accessories, Herman the German" -
he's complete right down to his pith
helmet and hobnailed boots. My latest
acquisition is a WWll French (the Ger-
mans confiscated most of them in the
course of combat) Hotchkiss 25mm can-
non which is towed behind the bike.
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The bike and sidecar weigh in at 1't50

pounds, the cannon at an additional 750
pounds. The entire length of the bike
and cannon ensemble stretches out to a
full 20 feet! At top speed, fully loaded
down, the bike runs at about 58 mph.

Hold on, before I load you up with all
the minute details, let's get back to how
on earth I did find something like this
anyway.

The subject of military bikes first
came up in 1971 when a guy I know
decided he'd buy a machine at a movie-
house auction in California. He asked
me if I would work on it for him. Although
it sounded interesting, I didn't have the
time. Later, in 1976, a buddy of mine
started scouting around for military
machines. I saw the attention and
recognition that owners of the very few
military bikes then on the scene were
getting. At rallies and shows, huge
crowds of admirers fawned all over
these people. I wanted that recognition
too. I wanted the attention, the feeling of
accomplishment, and the pride of own-
ing something so desirable and rare and
unusual.

My quest for a military bike began in
1978 with a 50o/o complete machine I

bought sight-unseen from an eccentric
collector in California. Later that year, I

acquired a nearly complete bike which
was unassembled and in several
baskets. I continued to hand out at flea
markets, swap meets, military shows,
and various bike events in order to find
every bit and piece of military bike
paraphernalia and equipment I could lay
my hands on. My goal? To produce the
most authentic and complete military
bike restoration that I possibly could.

To give you an idea of what
challenges I faced, a friend and I were
scouring a military - gun show in Cov-
ington, Kentucky, during my collecting
phase. He located a display with an
MG34 double ammunition drum. The
guy who owned it wouldn't part with it no
matter how much money my friend of-
fered him.

I had learned early on that I ought to
accumulate "trade stock" if I planned
on acquiring these "not for sale at any
price" items. I had collected a bag full of
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German daggers which I brought with
me to the Covington show. After my
friend pointed out the display with the
double-drum, I approached the display
owner to try my luck. He told me it
wasn't for sale, but I told him I didn't
want lo buy, just trade. As I laid the third
German dagger on his table. giving him
the impression that I would just keep
pulling them out of the bag until he gave
me the drum, he told me he'd seen
enough and was willing to trade,
Needless to say, my friend was furious,
and you can guess that the money I had
in those daggers was about one third of
what my friend had offered for the druml

The farther I progressed in my collec-
ting, the more monstrous the task I saw
looming up in front of me. One concern
remained - the unavailability of parts at
any given time. I felt I needed to amass
a substantial number of parts
whenevery they were available, so that
when I embarked on the actual restora-
tion phase of my project that nothing
would stand in my way.

The final link came in 1979 when I ac-
quired a very complete bike which was
brought out of Poland. I brought it back
with me, having loaded it into the same
plane I flew back on. Unfortunately.
when the crew opened the bombay
cargo door to unload, the bike (which
happened to be sitting in the plane's bel-
ly) fell out some 15 feet and landed up
side down on the unloading ramp. Then
some genius with a forklift truck hooked
a chain onto the upside-down rig (still ln
its broken crate), dragged the entire
mess across the warehouse floor. and
piled it in a corner.

l'll never forget the look on the claims'
adjuster's face when he realised what
he was dealing with. lt took nearly a year
to get my settlement, since the airlrnes'
insurance underwriter had never seen
anything like this either and was unsure
how to evaluate the damages.

I build this rig out of parts and ac-
cessories I collected from numerous
states and foreign countries including
England, Germany, Holland. Spain,
Poland, Czechloslovakia, Switzerland,
Austria, ltaly, France, the USSR. Califor-
nia, Ohio, lndiana, lllinois, Neyr York,
Maine and Pennsylvania. And what
fascinating people l've met in the search
for parts and accessories!

I started the restoration, finally, in the
spring of 1981 . Since we live so far north
(Wisconsin is bordered on the west by
the Mississippi River, on the north by
the Upper Peninsula of Michigan and
Lake Superior, and on the east by Lake
Michigan. North of Lake Superior is
Canada), our winters can last from mid-
November until late March.

By the end of March, it begins to
up, and it's usually sunny so I

tolerate working outdoors. I knew t
didn't go at this project whole-
would be fiddling around with it fo-
next ten years. I hired extra help a:
store and began to work on the
every afternoon starting at 4.30pm
continuing until 5.30 the f
morning.

This routine continued from
March 1981 until mid-July that
year. Since l'm not a bike dealer
do not have a body shop, I used the'
behind my garage as a "spray
for the painting. lt was critical to fini
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in these manuals extremely useful as I

plodded along. Fortunately, I have been
playing around with BMWs for almost
thirty years. This familiarity allowed me
to climb over he rough spots as I tackled
the mechanical part of the restoration.

When it comes to engine work,
transmission rebuilding, and electrical
systems, if you don't know what You're
doing, it'll run like a dog when You're
done (if it ever runs at all!).

I finished the bike with just enough
time to roll it onto the trailer and drive
600 miles south to Loretta LYnn's
(famous country western music star)
Dude Ranch near Waverly, Tennessee.

The Ranch ,',as :-: s:: :' :-= 'li'
BMW Motorc,,: e I 
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quite covering the rig. One of :re- s? 3

"That isn't what I think it is, is t? l:e'
lifting a corner of the loose tarp a-c
feasting his eyes on my machine ,n :re
dim light, he looked back at me, Ho y'

shit," he grinned and shook his head, I

hate you."
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ln August, the bike made it's maiden

voyage, unaided and unescorted, to the
BMW Blackhawk Club Pow-wow at a
campground near Velvidere (northern)
lllinois. My wife and t drove the bike tow-
ing the trailer on a flawless 200-mile
round trip, the first leg of which involved
roaring down lnterstate (superhighway)
90 while cars floated slowly past us in
the passing lane, their drivers staring,
smiling, and waving. I crossed my
fingers, since any weak link in my
restoration job could bring us to an
abrupt halt.

Technically and mechanically, Ger-
man military rigs are works of art. The
Germans were at least 15 years ahead
of their time which is the major reason
why I became interested in restoring a
military rig and collecting associated
items. The bike has a 750cc overhead
valve opposed boxer engine with low
gearing and lots of torque.

Countries acquiring them after the
war used them to pull manure spreaders
and other farm implements. These bikes
climb hills with no effort at all, forwards
and backwards. l've hauled stranded
motorists and their four-wheeled
vehicles (we're talking about big
American car models here) out of mud
ditches. The big knobby tyres bite the
dust and dig in.

This display sports an original spare
tyre with its squares pattern in the spare
wheel kit, which is mounted on the
sidecar trunk. The other tyres are look-
alikes with a similar knobby, squarish
pattern.

The rig features a rarc "heating"
system. Flexible metal tubing comes off
the exhaust system and leads to ad-
justable hand and funnel-shaped foot
warmers for the driver's feet. lt then
feeds into an S-pipe on the floor of the
sidecar nose for the passenger's feet.
This system ends with a small muffler
coming out of the right side of the
sidecar. The muffler can be closed to
shut off the flow of this clever system.

We think of the desert as being a hot
place, but remember how cold it gets
there at night. Even in the Sahara in
north Africa, the German bike personnel
welcomed this innovative heating
system.

The blke has a telescopic front fork
and rare Graetzin carburetors. Each
wheel has an internal spline so as to be
completely interchangeable. lndividual
Drilastic seat pads support the driver
and passenger in comfort. The
passenger has a grab ring on the front of
his seat, as well as soft and hard posi-
tion settings on his seat's suspension. lf
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the passenger feels bored with the
scenery, he can reach to his right and
put his hands on the MG34 machine
gun (no firing mechanism) which is
mounted on a swiveling support above
the spare wheel on the trunk lid. The
sidecar passenger could join in with an
MG34 of his own, mounted on an
elaborate mechanical sling on the nose
of the sidecar. The mounting rack in-
cludes horizontal and vertical ad-
justments for positioning.

This was definitely an assault vehicle!
These guns are all original except that

thc receivers (mechanisms throt{
which bullets can pass) do not ex{
They've been replaced with solid pieol
of aluminium. The guns on the disdl
include bipods for ground use and {
craft sites. I

l've collected various single and d{
ble saddle ammunition drums to disd{
with the rig. A detachable rack hold{
two drums hangs on the side of {
sidecar. I've also collected some sp{
gun barrels and a barrel carrier tol
Those barrels got pretty hot at {
lo#0. 

per minute when they were 
I
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caltes fonaldism" where they Pro-
ncie{ :ne Disney cartoon character
Do.a,d Duck as an image of Hitler.

I -se the characters so as not to of-
ienc anyone. My interest in these bikes
and World War ll is strictly as a bike
lover. and student of history.

Reverse hand levers control the
clutch and front brake. ln the picture, it
looks like there is a helmet sitting on top
of the gas tank. This cover houses the
bike's aircleaner. The muff ler is
mounted in a rather unusual position
also. The muffler, which is covered by a
heat shield, so as not to burn the bike's
passenger's right leg, is mounted near
the top of the bike frame between the
right rear side of the bike and the
sidecar trunk.

These positions allow the rig to
manoeuvre through shallow water,
possibly a small stream or creek. The
choke lever slides back and forth under
the edge of the aircleaner cover to two
different positions "Start" (choked posi-
tion) and "Fahrt" (normal driving
position).

The transmission gave me hours of
pleasure to restore (can you hear the
smirking lilt to my voice here?) This was
my first experience with a BMW
transmission that had several "extra"
clusters of gears for the high-low ranges
(Strasse vs Gelande), as well as the
reverse gears. I can choose from eight
speeds forward and two reverses, as
well as shift with my left foot or use the
hand levers along the right side of the
gas tank.

Fortunately, I had collected enough
spare gears during my prerestoration
phase that I was able to create a com-
plete working transmission. While driv-
ing. the sidecar wheel is engaged at all
times through a differential.

The "posi-lock" position makes the
bike rear wheel and sidecar wheel func-
tion rigidly together, which explains how
I can puli rrruch larger vehicles out of
their varlous predicaments.

The biKe has an elaborate hitching
system w'hich has come in handy for
towing the amrnunition trailer. Now,
more recentiy. it serves to tow the Hot-
chkiss cannon. The cannon's wheels
have individual brakes. The warhead

(cannon is deactivated) has an effective
range of 800 yards. The cannon is com-
plete and correct in color and markings.
It has a muzzle flash. precision scope
sight, and an intricate set of cranks and
gears for vertical and horizontal posi-
tioning of the barrel.

And that's not all. ln addition to this,
the rig sports more interesting details
such as a very rare Bosch black-out
headlight, original sPeedometer,
wooden sidecar, floor slats, Panzerfaust
bazooka (also deactivated), deactivated
potato mashers and land mines, can-
teens, Trinkwasser field cans, field gog-
gles, German field radios and walkie
talkies, helmets, trench shovels and
wooden equiPment crates.

The rig is complete in everY detail
right down to the tiny oil can that slips in-
to a metal pocket behind the leg shields
by the driver's right knee. l'm still
feeding my insatiable appetite for more
goodies to add to my display, so if you
hear of or have anything ...

You can imagine what kind of atten-
tion a rig like this draws wherever it

goes. Since 1981, this display has won
numerous awards all the way from Best
Pre-War Vintage to Best Restoration top
Best of Show to Most Unique. lt's been
written up in magazines such as Vintage
BMW Owners Newsletter, Walneck's
Classifieds, and in various regional
newspapers.

It's been featured on our local NBC
network television aff iliate.

I've even chauffeured pilots down the
flight line after Warbirds' performances
at the lnternational EAA (Experimental
Aircraft Association) Fly-ln at Oshkosh,
Wisconsin, in front of cheering as large
as 300,000. But of all the prizes and
recognition, I think the most satisfying is
when I can talk with someone who wants
to know a little more about me and the
rig, and after a while, I get the chance to
offer him a ride and share my very
favorite toy.

(By the way, I do have a spare
restored military bike for sale. Write for
details to: Steve Puntillo, 191 1 Rowley
Avenue, Madison, Wl 53705, U.S.A.).
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Doing it the hard way
To say that Graham PedleY is a

good restorer is like saYing that
Wayne Gardner is a good rider. SaY-
ing that both are world class in their
respective fields would be closer to
the mark.

Both have reached a level of skill and
accomplishment that is mind boggling to
most of us. They needed similar
qualities to get where they are today -

dedication, determination, and the
courage to attempt the near impossible,
with the belief that they can do it, if
anyone can. Yet they are both verY
unassuming about their achievements.

Just as Wayne has narrowed his field
of endeavour to the highly specialised
field of World Championship Grand Prix
racing for Honda, Graham has specialis-
ed in restoring vintage and veteran
Harley Davidsons and no-one does it
better.

Most restorers like to start with a com-
plete bike, while the more adventurous
are prepared to tackle a rusty basket
case, perhaps 500/o complete. Graham
started his latest project with nothing but
an idea - the idea that he would like to
add a rare 1915 Harley to his collection
of six concours winners, which include a
1921 flat twin.

It is not hard to understand Graham's
fascination with early Harleys, as they
were very advanced for their time. Con-
sider the specification of his 1915 model
11F. (Graham points out that the prefix
11 refers to the 1'1th year of production
and not the year 1911.)

Motor: 988.83cc (84. 1 x88.9) i.o.e. Vee
twin, with mechanical oil pump.

Transmission: 3 speed gearbox with
dry multi-plate clutch. All chain drive.

Brakes: lnternal expanding (rear
wheel only).

Suspension: The famous HarleY
leading link forks, as used on Broughs
20 years on.

Optional extras: Full electric lighting
with generator and battery.

Graham's first step on the way to
realising his ambition, was the purchase
of a rusty frame and half a set of forks
from the Lionel Collins collection, at the
1983 Sandgate Swap. Then, in 1984 he
made the 2000 mile return trip to the
Bendigo swap to see what else he could
find. But 1915 Harleys are really scarce
in Australia, as they were not imported
in commereial quantities until after
World War L Consequently, he came
away virtually empty handed, but he had
met a couple of enthusiasts who were
prepared to help him.

Don Primmer, from Dubbo lent him
what was left of a rust-eaten tank, plus a
toolbox and a seat frame. for patterns,
and also the correct gearbox. which is
unique to 1915 models. Mal Grant lent
him patterns for the pedals, cranks and
shafts. Then, on his way back to
Brisbane, he called on our editor, Steve
Hazelton, and borrowed a pattern for the
unusual stand clip which attaches to the
rear mudguard.

Now fully fired uP, Graham tackled
the complex two-part petrol tank. Not

content with making a tank which looked
like the real thing, he copied the rusty
pattern in every minute detail, from the
internal baffles to the special way that
the metal was folded and soldered. The
tank fittings and caps were copied ex-
actly, using the same dimensions and
threads as the original. Working a cou-
ple of hours most nights, and a full day
each weekend in the cramped workshop
under his house, Graham Produced a

brand new petrol tank in two months.
Then followed the toolbox, seat frame,
and he was ready for the most challeng-
ing component, the gearbox.

Perhaps I should exPlain here that
prior to 1915, Harley Davidsons were
either single geared, or fitted with a two
speed hub. With the 19'15 models' a

three speed countershaft gearbox was
introduced, but the starting pedals were
retained and operated via gears and rat-

chets housed within the gearbox. This
arrangement was unique to 1915

models, as a conventional kickstarter
was used in 19'16.

Graham managed to acquire a badlY
damaged and incomPlete box, and

surgery commenced. The complicated
pedal starting gears and ratchets were
missing, and also their forward housing'
which formed part of the gearbox shell
After much sawing, milling, welding, fil-
ing and machining over the next six
months, a virtually brand new gearbox
emerged, complete with pedal starting
gear and outer cover, these components
being manufactured from scratch.

Next came lhe forks. The missing
front spring tubes and braces were also
made f rom scratch, Some rustY
mudguards were acquired, rePaired,
and new side valances made. The
wheels were built uP, using hubs and
rims bought at swap meetings, and
spokes cut from blanks. The clutch and
gearchange levers and gates were
made from patterns.

Editorial - Paul Reed

Photos - Profile

Brisbane

All was now ready for painting
plating. As Graham is a panel beater
trade, his preparation is meticu
Grey dulux spraying enamel was
matched to his original 1914 model t
He then lined the tank by hand, jusl
the H-D factory had done 70
before. Nickel plating was expertly
by AI Plating Service, at Seventeen
Rocks, Brisbane. The plated parts
so good because Graham
them meticulously before sending
to the platers.

The bike was then fully a
but something was missing, the

Graham knew where there was
complete one, in good condition, cor
year too. but it was not for sale.
f r endly negotiation finally saw it

Graham s hands but at an unusual prt
- he had to restore a Rudge for
owner. This meant a twelve month d
in Graham's project while the deal
honoured.

The motor turned out to be so
thal he had no regrets about
bargain. The only parts that
replacing were the valve guides.
came the exhause pipes, and Petrol
o I p pes, Then the final finish
touches. a beautiful hand-sewn
seat cover, made by an old
and a set of American "Old
acetylene lamps. Christmas '86 saw
entire project completed.

The bike was first shown to the
at the Historical Motor Cycle Club
Queensland's annual Phil lrving
cours in May 1987, where it won
ior the Best Veteran bike and
premier award, the prestigious Phil
ing Trophy.

Graham is now engrossed in his
restoration, a 1916 Harley single.
one is relatively simple, as he a
has a frame plus half a motor to
with. When I called, he was
fabricating in alloy, the inner and
timing chests from scratch by turni
milling in his drill press, welding, fili
if anyone deserves to be called
sculptor in metal, it is Graham
_ PAUL REED.
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